We have fabricated a class of colloidal electrorheological (ER) fluids, in which suspended TiO 2 particles were synthesized by a sol-gel method and modified by 1,4-butyrolactone molecules with a permanent molecular dipole moment of 4.524 D. Compared with pure TiO 2 ER fluids, the quasi-static yield stress of the polarmolecules-modified ER fluid is enhanced as high as 48.1 kPa when subjected to an external electric field of 5 kV/mm. Also, it possesses other attractive characters such as low current density (<14 A/cm 2 ) and low sedimentation. Based on a Green's function method, we present a first-principles approach to investigate colloidal electrostatic interactions. Excellent agreement between experiment and theory has been shown for the enhancement ratio of quasi-static yield stress, which quantitatively reveals that enough polar molecules oriented within the field-directed gap between the colloidal particles can unexpectedly enhance the interactions, thus yielding the unusual enhancement. This shows a promising and flexible direction for achieving more highly active ER materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
If interparticle interactions are determined or tailored, the macroscopic structures of various materials or systems can be realized accordingly, which may possess desired optimal physical or chemical properties. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Thus, the study of interparticle interactions is of particular importance. In this work, we report a kind of enhanced colloidal electrostatic interaction driven by polar molecules. As an application, we shall fabricate a class of colloidal electrorheological (ER) fluids composed of TiO 2 particles modified by 1,4-butyrolactone molecules with permanent molecular dipole moment 4.524 D (1 D ≈ 3.33564 × 10 −30 C*m). The highly active properties of the ER fluids will be characterized and confirmed.
ER fluids are a suspension composed of polarizable colloidal particles dispersed in an insulating carrier fluid. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] The flow properties of ER fluids can be controlled by an electric field. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] They can be transformed into a solid-like state when an electric field is applied, and the transition is reversible as the electric field is turned off. 9 This phenomenon is expected to be widely used in different industries 10 (e.g., in active control of conventional and intelligent devices). Owing to the insufficient performance of ER fluids, research on highly active ER materials for practical technical applications have been a challenge over the last decade. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Generally, the ER particles are micrometer-or nanometersized. Recently, it was found that the optimal ER materials are nanometer-sized particles 11, 14 or micrometersized particles with nanometer-sized structures, such as pores or layers. 15, 17 The polar-molecular dominated ER effect 25 was proposed to explain the high ER effect of polar molecules absorbed ER fluids. These ER fluids show more advantages such as large shear stress, low current density, and low sedimentation.
TiO 2 is a popular material with a high-dielectric constant that is easy to manufacture; it has been the subject of many investigations. But, the pure TiO 2 ER fluid shows a rather low yield stress (e.g., 0.6 kPa in an electric field of 4 kV/mm). 15 By using a double layer coating of TiO 2 -Ni, Tam et al. 18 created an ER fluid whose yield stress was enhanced to a few orders of magnitude over the pure TiO 2 ER fluid. It is said that the modification of the nanometer-sized particles or nanometer-sized structures plays a crucial role in the enhancement of ER responses.
In this work, we shall fabricate an ER fluid composed of organic modified titanium dioxide (i.e., 1,4-butyrolactone-TiO 2 ). The concentration of the ER fluids is denoted by the ratio of the volume of the base oil (in milliliters) to the mass of the powder (in grams) 19 (the ratio will be called the "liquid-solid ratio"; i.e., 1 g of the powder mixed with 0.45 mL of silicon oil is denoted as 0.45 mL/g). The experimental results show that the yield stress (which is used to represent "quasi-static yield stress" in both our experiment and theory throughout this work) reaches 48.1 kPa for an external electric field of 5 kV/mm and a liquid-solid ratio 0.45 mL/g. The sedimentation ratio of the polar-molecules-modified ER fluids is >99% after 500 h of testing. These properties may satisfy many industrial applications nowadays. To this end, the physical mechanism behind the enhanced yield stress will be analyzed by using a first-principles approach based on a Green's function method. As a result, the enhanced yield stresses are, indeed, found to appear due to polar-molecules-driven enhanced colloidal electrostatic interactions.
II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Preparation of 1,4-butyrolactone-modified TiO 2 particles
The 1,4-butyrolactone-TiO 2 gel powders were prepared by a sol-gel method. 1,4-Butyrolactone and titanium butoxide [Ti(C 4 H 9 O) 4 ] were used as raw materials. Acetic acid (HAc, CH 3 COOH), ethanol (C 2 H 5 OH), and deionized water were used as solvents. Ti(C 4 H 9 O) 4 was dissolved in ethanol at a volume ratio of Ti(C 4 H 9 O) 4 / ethanol ‫ס‬ 1:2, in which a small amount of acetic acid was added to avoid precipitation. On the other hand, a solution of 1,4-butyrolactone and deionized water was mixed in ethanol, and then added into the Ti(C 4 H 9 O) 4 solution. The sol was kept in air at room temperature to form a gel. The 1,4-butyrolactone-modified TiO 2 gel particles were obtained by drying the gel in an oven at 75°C for 72 h. A group of modified TiO 2 particles was prepared with a different volume of 1,4-butyrolactone.
Besides that, the TiO 2 sample was synthesized without doping in the same way for purposes of comparison.
B. Preparation of ER fluids
The host insulating oil used in the ER fluids was silicone oil whose dielectric constant was 2.5, density was 0.965 g/cm 3 , and viscosity was 50 mPa*s at a room temperature of 25°C. The dried samples were mixed quickly with the silicone oil. The mixed suspension was milled for 2 h in a mortar and then heated at 60°C for 2 h.
C. Characterization
The microstructure and particle size of the gels were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and submicron particle size analyzer. The ER effect was characterized by the yield stress under direct current (dc) electric fields. The experimental data were collected by a Mecmesin (West Sussex, UK) torque indicator with two parallel plates. The diameter of the plate was 20 mm, and the gap between two plates was 1.0 mm. The quasi-static shear stress was measured at a relatively low shear rate of 0.06 s −1 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Material characteristics
A schematic graph showing the possible sol-gel process of 1,4-butyrolactone and titanium butoxide along with chemical reaction routes is seen in Fig. 1 . And the x-ray diffraction (XRD) of the 1,4-butyrolactonemodified TiO 2 particles is shown in Fig. 2 . There is no sharp characteristic peak but there are wide wave packets, which suggest the existence of an amorphous pattern.
The particle size distribution was tested by the N4 Plus submicron particle size analyzer (Beckman Coulter Co., Brea, CA), and the spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 . The average powder diameter generated by the apparatus was 919.4 nm. The SEM images in Fig. 4 indicate irregular particle morphology, and the powder diameter ranges from nanometers to micrometers in Fig. 4(a) , which accords with the size distribution seen in Fig. 3 . The particles consist of nanoparticles, which aggregated to show irregular morphology. The gel was dried at a temperature of 75°C, which is quite low and thus makes it difficult to format the rutile or anatase phase. The XRD suggests that the pattern of our sample is amorphous. On the other hand, the sample was milled, so it is likely to aggregate during the process of milling. Under the high resolution shown in Fig. 4 (b), both small particles and large agglomerated particles can be seen. 
B. Rheological properties of the prepared ER fluids
The curves of the yield stress and current density of the prepared ER fluids of amorphous 1,4-butyrolactonemodified TiO 2 particles suspended in silicone oil under different electric fields are shown in Fig. 6 . We adopted dc voltage in our experiment in view of the possible industrial applications. In some studies (e.g., Wen et al. 19 ), the yield stress of giant ER fluids was measured by using square-wave voltage pulses because they are easier to observe and can avoid large amounts of leaking current. The reported nano-ER materials 19 with high yield stress show a slow response time, longer than 1 s. For our ER fluids of 1,4-butyrolactone-modified TiO 2 , the data on yield stress were collected every 10 ms, which indicates that the response time is at least <10 ms. Under a relatively low electric field, the yield stress shows a square relation with the external electric field. When the electric field exceeds 1.5 kV/mm, the relation becomes linear. Meanwhile, the current density is quite low, <14 A/cm 2 in the presence of an applied external field of 5 kV/mm.
Several samples with different volumes of 1,4-butyrolactone were synthesized, and their yield stresses were tested at the same liquid-solid ratio of 0.5 mL/g. The best ER performance appears when the mole ratio of 1,4-butyrolactone versus titanium butoxide is about 1.5. The yield stress and current density of this sample are shown in Fig. 6 , and the yield stress is larger than that seen in Fig. 7 for the cases in which the mole ratios are >1.5. When the mole ratio is <1.5, the yield stress grows with the increase in 1,4-butyroclactone. When the mole ratio is >1.5, the yield stress decreases. Simultaneously, the ability to endure electric fields declines, as shown in Fig.  7 . The curves illustrate clearly that when the volume of 1,4-butyrolactone increases to some degree, a higher electric field is impossible to apply.
We have also measured the shear stress versus the shear rate (Fig. 8) . Figure 8 shows that the increase in shear rate causes the shear stress to decrease, which is due to the reduction of the polarization of the dynamic suspended particles.
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C. Dielectric properties of the prepared ER fluids
Because it is difficult to directly measure the dielectric properties of the suspended particles, the 1,4-butyrolactone-modified TiO 2 powder was pressed into a thin disk (2 mm thick and 14 mm in diameter). The capacitance C and conductance G were obtained using a and S are the thickness and area of the powder disk, respectively. ⑀ decreases dramatically with frequency and approaches a constant value at high frequency under a fixed field strength (Fig. 9) . The conductivity of the particles () was calculated with measured G according to the relation ‫ס‬ Gd/S. It is widely accepted that the Wagner interfacial polarization is responsible for the interaction force that leads to the rheological change in the ER fluids. 21 This mechanism treats particle polarization by the complex constant, ⑀ ‫ס‬ ⑀Ј − i⑀Љ, where the real part ⑀Ј is related to polarizability and the imaginary part ⑀Љ is related to the dielectric loss, which can also be expressed as /(2f ).
Here, denotes the conductivity, and f denotes the frequency of the external field. Hao et al. 22 further proposed that a good ER effect requires an electric relaxation peak in ⑀Љ between 10 2 and 10 5 Hz as well as a large ⌬⑀Ј(⌬⑀Ј ‫ס‬ ⑀Ј 100Hz /⑀Ј 1MHz ). 22 However, in the ER fluids that we prepared, we also noticed that there was no dielectric relaxation peak between 10 2 and 10 6 Hz in the 1,4-butyrolactone-modified TiO 2 (see Fig. 9 ). However, the fluids possessed high ER activity as well.
D. Sedimentation stability of ER fluids
When the density of the particles is not the same as that of the medium, the particles with micrometer-order size will settle down 27 according to Stroke's law. To solve the traditional problem of particle sedimentation, different solutions have been developed. 23, 28 The density mismatch between gels and the continuous phase plays an important role in the sedimentation ratio of the ER fluid. The sedimentation stability of the prepared ER fluids of 1,4-butyrolactone-modified TiO 2 particles suspended in silicon oil is excellent, and the sedimentation ratio is >99% after 500 h of testing.
The high stability of suspensions against sedimentation has been demonstrated, and the particle size is on the order of 1 m, as shown in Fig. 3 . In addition, the density of TiO 2 is >3.5 g/cm 3 under ordinary conditions. From these data, the suspensions can be flocculated by colloidal attraction even in zero fields. However, in the analysis of electric forces in ER suspensions, it is generally assumed that the systems are dispersed by noninteracting particles in zero fields. Interestingly, if the suspensions are flocculated by nonelectric forces (e.g., colloidal attraction), the ER behavior often shows the hysteresis effect, as shown in Fig. 10 . In other words, Fig. 10 shows that colloidal attraction exists in our system. On the other hand, the yield stress after the removal of electric fields is shown to deviate slightly from zero (see Fig. 10 ), which also shows that colloidal attraction exists in the zero field.
IV. THEORY: MECHANISM ANALYSIS
We are now in a position to understand the physical mechanism under the enhancement of yield stresses in the prepared ER fluids with TiO 2 particles modified by 1,4-butyrolactone. In our experiment, 1,4-butyrolactone has a molecular dielectric dipole moment, p 0 , of about 4.524 D. Recently, Lu et al. 25 studied the influence of dipoles between particles. Obviously, the permanent molecule dipole moments of 1,4-butyrolactone can be directed along the direction of the local electric field as long as the field is strong enough. Here, we shall investigate the effect of dipoles between the particles on the electrostatic interaction between the particles in an attempt to interpret the significantly enhanced yield stress reported in our experiment. To this end, we find that enough polar molecules can strengthen colloidal electrostatic interaction significantly, which thus leads to the unusual enhancement of yield stresses.
To simplify, we focus on two stationary particles, which are modified by 1,4-butyrolactone or not, suspended in the carrier liquid. This is because the yield stress theoretically predicted for two touching particles is expected to be approximately proportional to that experimentally measured for the whole ER fluid system, due to the dominance of two-body interactions over many-body interactions. 29 For a pair of bare particles, we can calculate the energy and then obtain the interaction force between the two particles. 30 In this work, we should take into account the effect of polar molecules between the particles (or equivalently, oriented within the fielddirected gap between them), beyond which such an effect can be neglected due to the symmetry. According to the Green's function approach, the effects of charges on the potential at any position can be written as
where q(rЈ) includes the surface-polarized charges induced by an electric field and the intrinsic dipoles (of the polar molecules) oriented within the gap between the particles. Here, the intrinsic dipoles tend to be directed along the direction of the local electric field. The effective dipole moment of all the intrinsic dipoles may be related to the Langevin function [see Eq. (7) below]. The local electric field E loc at the center of the gap between the two particles is
which is up to the first order. In this equation, a is the radius of a particle, R is the center-to-center distance between the two particles, and ⑀ (or ⑀ h ) is the dielectric constant of the TiO 2 particle (or host oil). Because the local field decreases rapidly from the center (maximal strength) to the periphery of the gap (minimal strength), we can simply assume that an effective dipole moment, p, along the direction of the local field is induced to appear at the center. As a result, the parameter C 1 in Eq. (2) is determined by the Rayleigh identities, which are related to the properties of both particles. In this case, we have
We will find later that the p is responsible for the enhanced yield stress. Here, denotes the shear strain, namely, an angle by which the two particles are sheared, relative to the applied field direction.
The change in electrostatic energy due to the introduction of particles (TiO 2 ) and polar molecules (1,4-butyrolactone) into the host medium in the presence of an external electric field, E 0 , is
Here, ⑀ ␣ and ⑀ ␤ represent the dielectric constant of particle ␣ and particle ␤, respectively. In this work, there is ⑀ ␣ ‫ס‬ ⑀ ␤ ≡ ⑀. By solving the potential from the Laplace equation, the change in energy due to particles is given by
Consequently, we can get the stress () between the two particles by deviating Eq. (5) with respect to ,
where V is the average volume occupied by a particle (modified by 1,4-butyrolactone). This result is approximate to the first order. The complete analytic result including all higher orders is much more complex, and this result (up to the first order) is already good enough to interpret the experimental result due to its dominance. 
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND THEORY
For the exponent of the yield stress versus electric field, a polarization model, conduction model, and polarmolecule-dominated ER model give 2.0, 1.5, and 1.0, respectively. 31 According to our experimental result that is displayed in Fig. 11(a) , the exponent is ∼2.0 when the electric field is weak (i.e., <1.5 kV/mm) [ Fig. 11(a) ], and ∼1.0 when the applied field is strong (i.e., >1.5 kV/mm) [ Fig. 11(b) ]. Regarding the situation seen in Fig. 11(a) , it is because in weak fields the number of effective polar molecules is small. We can also see in Eq. (6) that when p K R 3 ⑀ h E 0 , the yield stress is proportional to E 0 2 , with the exponent being 2.0. This case can be described in a polarization-dominated model. Regarding Fig. 11(b) , for high E 0 , the effect of polar molecules increases, and the relation between the dipole moment p and the electric field E 0 determines the exponent. In this case, the exponent 1.0 is shown in our experiment, which reveals that the system of our interest is dominated by polar molecules. Figure 11 (a) displays the experimental results for the yield stress y of TiO 2 particles modified by 1,4-butyrolactone and the y0 of bare TiO 2 particles. Apparently, 1,4-butyrolactone can significantly enhance the yield stress. We shall apply our theory to fit the enhancement ratio of yield stresses, ( y − y0 )/ y0 [see Fig. 11(b) ]. Most of the parameters we used in the numerical calculation [ Fig. 11(b) ] were obtained from the experiment. The amorphous x-ray pattern displayed in Fig. 2 implies that TiO 2 particles have a character that is similar to anatase. So, we take the dielectric constant of TiO 2 to be ⑀ 1 ‫ס‬ 31.0⑀ 0 , the same as that of anatase. And the dielectric constant of the host medium (silicon oil) is ⑀ m ‫ס‬ 2.5⑀ 0 . The average radius, about 0.4 m, is obtained by observing the average size of the particles. And the gap between the two particles is taken to be 2 nm, which is on the same order as those in Refs. 14 and 25.
In general, the stress () changes with shear strain . The static yield stress is the maximum point in the stressstrain relation, beyond which the stress decreases as the strain increases, indicating instability. In our model, the shear angle does not change with the applied field, and its fixed value is 0.635. The substitution of ‫ס‬ 0.635 into Eq. (6) can lead to yield stresses y and y0 , accordingly. The effective induced dipole moment p is made up of a number of n polar molecules (intrinsic dipoles). We set n to be linked with the Langevin function L(E 0 ),
Here, we take
which is the linear Langevin function when the local field is not extremely strong. For the theoretical fitting shown in Fig. 11(b) , we set ␣ ‫ס‬ −92816 and ␤ ‫ס‬ 2.0891 × 10 8 . The inset of Fig. 11(b) shows that n is linearly related to external electric fields according to Eq. (7), which reveals that when the applied field increases the number of polar molecules (dipoles) that change their direction to be along the local field increase proportionally. According to the linear relation predicted by Eq. (7), the inset of Fig. 11(b) displays the theoretical fitting with the experiment data. Good agreement between experiment and theory is indeed shown. According to the data on density in our experiment, we can estimate the average total number of polar molecules adsorbed on one TiO 2 particle, which is about 2.86 × 10 9 . For the present fitting, the number of polar molecules (dipoles) is generally three orders of magnitude less than that. Because some 1,4-butyrolactone molecules are not located at the gap (the effects of those beyond the gap can be neglected due to symmetry, as mentioned above), we believe that the values we used are reasonable. In a word, our theory reveals that enough polar molecules (about 10 6 ) oriented within the field-directed gap between the colloidal particles can unexpectedly strengthen colloidal electrostatic interactions, thus yielding the unusual enhancement of yield stresses.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have taken the gap to be 2 nm for model calculations. Here, we would like to give some evidence to support this value. We noticed that in Ref. 14 the authors took a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of nanoparticles in a giant ER suspension (see Fig. 1 in that study). The coated particle system they used is similar to ours. And in their TEM image, one can easily find that the gap between the two cores is roughly 2 nm (including the coating thickness). The parameter in our experiment has the same order as theirs. Thus, we have taken the gap to be 2 nm for model calculations.
In this study, we have chosen TiO 2 and achieved its ER enhancement under dc electric fields by doping 1,4-butyrolactone through the sol-gel technique. The yield stress of the ER fluids of amorphous TiO 2 modified by 1,4-butyrolactone suspended in silicon oil reaches 48.1 kPa under a dc external field of 5 kV/mm, and the current density is <14 A/cm 2 . The sedimentation ratio of the prepared ER fluids with a liquid-solid ratio of 0.45 mL/g is almost unnoticeable within approximately 20 days. The good agreement between experiment and theory shows quantitatively that enough polar molecules oriented within the field-directed gap between the colloidal particles can unexpectedly enhance colloidal electrostatic interactions, thus yielding the unusual enhancement of yield stresses. This work shows a promising and flexible direction for achieving more highly active ER materials.
